The Rajasthan International School
Holiday Homework:
Class : 6th
Sub. - English
Q1. Define parts of speech with their kinds and two examples of each.
Q2. Paste 5 news paper cuttings and underline the words and name parts of speech in these cuttings.
Q3. Find ten palindromes and write then in your notebook.
Q4. Write acrostic poems on the topics: Family, Father, Mother, School and Friend.
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THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
Holiday Home- Work
Class-VI
Sub: COMPUTERS
Make a scrap book or Power point presentation:
1) Collect any 5 pictures of operating system of MICROSOFT COMPANY and stick them in
file page and write description.
2) Search out various example of shopping websites pictures on the internet/magazines/ news
papers.
3) Explain any 10 storage devices with pictures popular in the IT market.

THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
SUMMER VACATION HOMEWORK (2018-19)
CLASS-VI
Subject-Science
Instructions:
Write answers of the following questionsWrite in science notebook only.
Section -A
(1) Why should we drink more and more water in summers especially?
(2)Why milk is called a complete diet?
(3) Why is sea water called a mixture?
(4)Why do we eat food items which have good amount of fat in them, in winters especially?
(5)An over weight person wants to lose weight, which nutrient should he eat the least?
(6)Sunita’s mother throws away the water in which pulses are soaked and adds fresh water to it before cooking .is this the
right way to cook pulses? Why?
(7)When you make ‘Nimbu pani’, what should you add first to the water-sugar or ice cubes? Why?
(8) What is the hardest material found in our human body?
(9) Why are the gaps left between two metal plates in railway lines?
(10) Why does a fish die when taken out of water?
(11) Learn chapter-1, 2, and 3 complete.
Section- B
1- Collect the sample of spices which has medicinal value, available at your home.
2-Write the name of the food items that your mother cook by using sieving and hand picking method for removing
undesirable things ?
3- Write the name of the some items, which are available at your home, divide them in two categories lustrous and no
lustrous.
4-Nutritional content of packed food items are printed on theirs packets. Check the label of any five packaged food items
and enlist their nutrient contents in the table belows;Packed food items
1234-

Nutritional contents

Holiday homework for summer vacation
CLASS – VI
1) Insert commas suitably and write the number names according to the
Indian System: a) 87595752
b) 8546283
2) Insert commas suitably and write the number names according to the
International System : a) 58921092
b) 6452283
3) Population of Sundernagar was 235471 in the year 1991.In the year 2001 it
was found to be increased by 72958. What was the population in 2001.
4) In one state the number of bicycle sold in the year 2002-03 was 743000
and In the year 2003-04, the number of bicycle sold was 800100.In which
year more number of bicycle was sold and by how much?
5) The town newspaper is published everyday. One copy has 12 pages
everyday 11980 copies are been printed. How many total pages are printed
everyday.
6) Estimate each of the following using general Round OFF :
a) 730 + 997

b) 896 – 214

7) Estimate the following Products: a) 678  261
8) Write the Roman numerals of : a) 574

b) 6281  2491.

b) 121

9) Write the Following in Hindu-Arabic numerals: a) CDLXVI

b) DCCIX

10) Find the sum by suitable rearrangement : a) 837 + 208 + 463 .
11) Find the product by suitable rearrangement : a) 25  1768  125.
12) Find the value of : 29715 + 297  35.
13) Find the Product using suitable Properties: 735  103 .
14) Write all the Properties of addition?
15) Write all the Properties of multiplication?

The Rajasthan International School, KOTPUTLI
SUMMER VACATION HOME WORK(2018-19)
Sub. – Social Studies
Class VI
1. How many stats are there in India? Write & locate all states with their capitals in political
map.
2. List three ways in which the different geographical location of Kerala and Ladakh would
influence the following;a. The food people eat
b. The clothes they wear
c. The work they do
3. Make a list of festivals celebrated in India.
4. Draw the scenes of major festivals celebrated in your locality.
5. Write & learn the “Pledge of India”.
6. Draw physical map of India & fill all physical divisions of India.
7. Draw a human figure.
8. Prepare a chart of the solar system.
9. Learn all difficult words & Q/A of Ch-1,2 in Geography & Ch-1in Civics.

The Rajasthan International School, KOTPUTLI
SUMMER VACATION HOME WORK(2018-19)
Sub. – Art
Class VI
1. One painting on any them.
2. One craft work from waste material.

